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October 2018 DXM Release Notes 
Build 37191 on CMS Wednesday 10.17.18 

This DXM release focuses on enhancements and improvements throughout the platform.  

  

+ Release Highlights + 
 

Viewing Attachments in V3 

To make the DXM platform more intuitive for users, we have added an “Attachments” tab within 
the Properties panel. Users can now right-click on assets within the panel and be directed to a 
separate web-browser where all attachments can be viewed for that asset.  
 

 
 

Advanced Search Options 

More Advanced Search Options have been incorporated within the platform when searching for users. 
Content authors are now empowered to sort by any column within the table, enabling a more efficient 
process for searching as well as paving the way for updates to all tables within the CMS. 
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DXM Authoring Improvements 
 
A major focus for this quarter has been placed on improving the user experience in DXM. 
 
This release introduces three frequently requested features by our user community: 

1. Asset Properties Screen for Templates now reference the template as well as the branch 
applicable to the current state of the asset, ensuring a more intuitive experience for developers 
to identify the project branch being used. 

2. URLs that belong to a publishing package can now be exported, enabling users to see the URLs 
and their current states within a spreadsheet.  

3. Permissions have been added to block specified users from seeing the Reports Option and the 
User Configurations, ensuring sections are only viewed by users allowed to see them. 
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+ DXM Improvements + 

 
1. Asset Properties Screen for Templates reference the template as well as the branch applicable 

to the current state of the asset, ensuring a more intuitive experience for developers to identify 
the project branch being used. (OCD-5162) (CN-00054042) 

• Updated Template references in the asset to better show branches being used 
 

2. URLs that belong to a publishing package can now be exported, enabling users to see the URLs 
and their current states within a spreadsheet (OCD-4579) (CN-00051482) 

• Link has been added to the Publishing Properties page to export the attached URLs 
 

3. “Attachment” section has been added to Properties Panel, allowing users to view all types of 
attachments on assets within a separate browser tab (OCD-5428) (CN-00054531) 

• Attachments can now be viewed on assets within separate browser tab 
 

4. Admin can mark a CMS user as a Service Account, exempting certain users from any password 
expiry policy configured within their CMS instance. (OCD-7682) 

• Additional ACL added to mark CMS users as Service Accounts 
 

5. Advanced Search Options have been incorporated when searching for users, so that users can 
customize search preferences for faster results. (OCD-9134) 

• Upgraded Advanced Search Table to TurboTable 
 

6. Full Image Upload path of an attached/uploaded image is displayed below selection area, 
allowing a more intuitive way for users to know the location of the image. (OCD-10623) 

• Full Image Upload Paths are displayed 
 

7. Developers can now specify any folders for the Template Folder Parameter, so that they don’t 
have to specify within the /System/CMS Snippets/ folder. 

• Updated parameter to work with arbitrary folders and Template API Versioning 
 

8. Permissions have been added to block specified users from seeing the Reports Option and the 
User Configurations, ensuring sections are only viewed by users allowed to see them. (OCD-
7982) (CN-00066444) 

• ACL’s added to block users from seeing Reports Options and User Configurations 
 

9. Markup placed in WYSIWYG controls (powered by TinyMCE) is no longer altered or modified by 
TinyMCE’s cleanup routine, so that users can receive results as expected. (OCD-10384) 

• WYSIWYG controls accept a new parameter with the correct value to disable TinyMCE’s 
cleanup routine(s) 
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+ Other Improvements + 

 
1. Dynamic no longer throws an error (OCD-10614) (CN-00076041) 
2. Improved orphan content reports page now shows “No Report Available” screen (OCD-9478) 
3. SetAssetFields notification is hidden in Long Running Tasks if it’s 0 of 0 (OCD-9852) 
4. “Clone of” precedes name of any cloned project and toast error is presented when clone name 

already exists (OCD-9958) 
5. “Upload Image” events originating from Drag and Drop are tracked correctly (OCD-10547) 
6. “Editor Approval” workflow filter works as expected (OCD-10361) 
7. Scrollbar for Access Properties Panel works on all screen sizes and resolutions (OCD-10557) 
8. Library references are ignored when cloning a Project (OCD-7412) 
9. Traveling to new folders works consistently (OCD-10354) 
10. Correct usernames are displayed after deletion of File or Folder (OCD-10379) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 


